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Tackle pressing international 
economic issues with an advanced 
degree grounded in theory, 
reasoning, and practice.



The SAIS Advantage

The Johns Hopkins University Paul H. Nitze School of Advanced International 
Studies (SAIS) will prepare you to lead and succeed in the public, private, and 
nonprofit sectors. 

Since the school’s inception in 1943, SAIS faculty members have been 
internationally recognized for their scholarship, experience, and quality 
of teaching. They are award-winning authors, diplomats, thinkers, and 
senior-ranking officials who are authorities on international economics 
and international relations and who have expertise in contemporary issues 
concerning Africa, Asia, Europe and Eurasia, Latin America, the Middle East, 
and North America. 

SAIS students and alumni are leaders in finance and trade, government and 
governance, and development and diplomacy. Becoming a part of SAIS means 
becoming a part of a well-established and vibrant community of more than 
17,000 SAIS graduates in more than 140 countries—alumni who are driving 
positive global change.

MIEF candidates attend the 2014 IMF/World Bank Group meetings.



Master of International Economics and Finance

Over the course of 11 months, this full-time master’s program positions students 
to excel in serious economic and financial analysis positions in a broad range 
of private- and public-sector capacities. The Master of Arts in International 
Economics and Finance (MIEF) prepares students to understand advanced 
economic theories, master professional quantitative and econometric skills,  
and assess a wide range of international economic and financial scenarios. 
Studying in Washington, DC, the MIEF cohort can specialize in one of two  
tracks: Macroeconomics and International Finance or International Trade  
and Development.

Course topics include

Capstone Course: Students will study current international economic issues  
and offer their findings in a detailed presentation to classmates, faculty, and 
outside professionals. Topics may include current account sustainability, 
exchange rate exposure, studies on financial markets, and growth and debt 
sustainability and investments.

 
Potential Employers of MIEF Grads

Public Policy Sector

• Central Banks

• Finance Ministries

• Multilateral International 
Financial Institutions

• Trade Ministries

Research

• Further Graduate Study

• Think Tanks 

Private Sector

• Banks

• Commercial Investment Banking

• Consulting Firms

• Development Banks

• Advanced Topics in Trade Theory 

• Cross Sectional Econometrics

• Financial Derivatives 

• Economic Development

• Financial Decision-Making 

• Game Theory 

• Global Investment Management

• Industrial Organization

• International Money and Banking

• Open Economy Macroeconomics

• Public Finance/Cost-Benefit 
Analysis

• Time Series Econometrics

• Trade and Development



Apply Today

Requirements for competitive applicants include

• A bachelor’s degree with a strong foundation in mathematics, quantitative 
reasoning, and economics from an accredited college or university

• BA or BS in economics, political economy, the natural sciences, or an 
equivalent technical area from an accredited college or university and a 
GPA of 3.0 or higher

• Successful completion of coursework in basic economics and at least one 
upper-level economics course

• Academic background in quantitative courses, including coursework in 
calculus, statistics, and/or econometrics

• A GRE Quantitative Reasoning score of 157 or higher

• Successful completion of the TOEFL for international students

For more information and to apply, visit www.sais-jhu.edu/mief.

“With its prominent professors from all 
areas of economics and finance, diverse 
and friendly students, and access to 
world-class events, such as the World 
Bank’s annual meetings, I would 
recommend SAIS’s MIEF program to 
anyone interested in developing the skills 
necessary to succeed in international or 
multilateral organizations.”

Koshu Kunii
MIEF 2015



The Paul H. Nitze School of Advanced International Studies

Nitze Building, 1740 Massachusetts Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20036
202.663.5700

Bologna Center, Via Belmeloro, 11, 40126 Bologna, Italy
39.051.2917.811

Hopkins-Nanjing Center, Nanjing University,  
Nanjing Jiangsu Province 210093, People’s Republic of China
202.663.5800 

www.sais-jhu.edu

facebook.com/SAISHopkins

@SAISHopkins

instagram.com/SAISHopkins


